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OverviewOverview

Week 2 OverviewWeek 2 Overview

•• Week 1 reviewWeek 1 review

•• HTML documentsHTML documents

•• Document Type DefinitionDocument Type Definition

•• Elements (tags)Elements (tags)

•• AttributesAttributes

•• EntitiesEntities
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•• EntitiesEntities

•• Inline and external JavaScriptInline and external JavaScript



Week 2 OverviewWeek 2 Overview

•• OutcomesOutcomes

•• Describe the inputs, activities, and Describe the inputs, activities, and 
outputs of each step in the software outputs of each step in the software 
development life cycle.development life cycle.

•• Describe arithmetic, relational, and Describe arithmetic, relational, and 
logical operators in terms of their input logical operators in terms of their input 
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logical operators in terms of their input logical operators in terms of their input 
and output data types.and output data types.

Week 2 OverviewWeek 2 Overview

•• OutcomesOutcomes

•• Declare, define, and use variables in a Declare, define, and use variables in a 
script.script.
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Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• OutcomeOutcome

•• Describe the inputs, activities, and Describe the inputs, activities, and 
outputs of each step in the software outputs of each step in the software 
development life cycle.development life cycle.
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Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

DocumentsDocuments

Waterfall ProcessWaterfall Process

DocumentsDocuments

CodeCode

Production Production 
codecode
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Waterfall ProcessWaterfall Process codecode

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle
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Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• RequirementsRequirements

•• FunctionalFunctional

••What the software should doWhat the software should do

•• e.g. “on input X produce Y…”e.g. “on input X produce Y…”

•• NonNon--functional (qualitative)functional (qualitative)

•• Criteria against which the system is Criteria against which the system is 
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•• Criteria against which the system is Criteria against which the system is 
measuredmeasured

•• e.g. “…within 2 seconds or less”e.g. “…within 2 seconds or less”

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• Analysis and DesignAnalysis and Design

•• Determine architectureDetermine architecture

•• SystemSystem

•• SoftwareSoftware

•• Determine what is done in softwareDetermine what is done in software

•• Create abstract modelsCreate abstract models
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•• Create abstract modelsCreate abstract models

•• HighHigh--level and lowlevel and low--levellevel

•• Generally, “what” not “how”Generally, “what” not “how”



Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• ImplementationImplementation

•• Translate design into codeTranslate design into code

•• AlgorithmsAlgorithms

•• ObjectsObjects

•• FunctionsFunctions

•• Control structuresControl structures
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•• Control structuresControl structures

•• i.e. what is generally considered to be i.e. what is generally considered to be 
“programming”“programming”

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• TestingTesting

•• Validates code two waysValidates code two ways

•• That it does what it should doThat it does what it should do

•• Functional requirementsFunctional requirements

•• NonNon--funcitonalfuncitonal requirementsrequirements

•• That it doesn’t do what it shouldn’t doThat it doesn’t do what it shouldn’t do
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•• That it doesn’t do what it shouldn’t doThat it doesn’t do what it shouldn’t do

•• Graceful failureGraceful failure

•• Error recoveryError recovery



Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• MaintenanceMaintenance

•• Ongoing development toOngoing development to

•• Fix bugsFix bugs

•• Add new featuresAdd new features

•• Can be more than 80% of manCan be more than 80% of man--hourshours

•• Typically what separates “academic” Typically what separates “academic” 
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•• Typically what separates “academic” Typically what separates “academic” 
projects from “production” projects!projects from “production” projects!

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• Waterfall advantagesWaterfall advantages

•• SimplicitySimplicity

•• Easy to benchmarkEasy to benchmark

•• Clearly delineated milestonesClearly delineated milestones
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Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• Waterfall problemsWaterfall problems

•• AssumptionsAssumptions

•• Stable requirementsStable requirements

•• Stable technologies/staffingStable technologies/staffing

•• Early risk identificationEarly risk identification

•• Familiarity with the problem domainFamiliarity with the problem domain
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•• Familiarity with the problem domainFamiliarity with the problem domain

•• No need for No need for feedbackfeedback in the systemin the system

•• Result: early mistakes are costlyResult: early mistakes are costly

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

Requirements

Analysis and 
Testing

Deployment

SpiralSpiral Analysis and 

Design

Implementation

Testing
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SpiralSpiral
ProcessProcess



Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

Requirements

Analysis and 
Testing

Deployment
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Analysis and 

Design

Implementation

Testing

Software LifecycleSoftware Lifecycle

•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Changing requirementsChanging requirements

•• Early problem discoveryEarly problem discovery

•• Always working softwareAlways working software

•• Extensive feedbackExtensive feedback
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•• ProblemsProblems

•• Architecture suffersArchitecture suffers
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Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• OutcomeOutcome

•• Declare, define, and use variables in a Declare, define, and use variables in a 
script.script.
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Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• BoxesBoxes

•• In the real world:In the real world:

•• Some boxes are emptySome boxes are empty

•• Some boxes hold thingsSome boxes hold things

•• Box contents can be replacedBox contents can be replaced

•• Boxes can hold more than one thingBoxes can hold more than one thing
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•• Boxes can hold more than one thingBoxes can hold more than one thing

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• VariablesVariables

•• In programming:In programming:

•• Some variables are “empty”Some variables are “empty”

•• Some variables hold one itemSome variables hold one item

•• Variable contents can be replacedVariable contents can be replaced

•• Variables can hold more than one thing Variables can hold more than one thing 
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•• Variables can hold more than one thing Variables can hold more than one thing 
(an array)(an array)



•• Variables have 4 key propertiesVariables have 4 key properties

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Have a Have a namename

•• Have a Have a valuevalue

•• Have a Have a data typedata type

•• Have a Have a scopescope
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•• Can have operations performed on Can have operations performed on 
themthem

•• Declaring a variableDeclaring a variable

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

var myVariable;

var: keyword to 
create a “box” 
to hold data.

myVariable: an identifier.  The name of the 
variable being created.  You invent your own 
descriptive name for variables.
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create a “box” 
to hold data.

variable being created.  You invent your own 
descriptive name for variables.



•• Declaring a variableDeclaring a variable

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Declaring multiple variablesDeclaring multiple variables

var myVariable;
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var myVariable, yetAnotherVariable;

•• Defining a variable Defining a variable –– an initial valuean initial value

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

var myVariable;
myVariable = 5;

The variable name is 
an l-value (something 
that can appear on the 
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that can appear on the 
left hand side of an 
assignment statement)



•• Defining a variable Defining a variable –– an initial valuean initial value

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

var myVariable;
myVariable = 5;

Assignment operator: 
puts the contents on 
the right hand side into 
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the right hand side into 
the “box” on the left 
hand side.

•• Defining a variable Defining a variable –– an initial valuean initial value

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

var myVariable;
myVariable = 5;

5 is an r-value 
(something that can 
appear on the right 
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appear on the right 
hand side of an 
assignment statement).



•• Defining a variable Defining a variable –– an initial valuean initial value

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Doing both at onceDoing both at once

var myVariable;
myVariable = 5;

var myVariable = 5;
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var myVariable = 5;

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Getting user input into variablesGetting user input into variables

var firstName = prompt("Enter your first name");
var age = prompt("Enter your age");

prompt: a method of the window
object that opens an input dialog box 
with the string parameter as a visual 
queue.  Always returns a string.
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queue.  Always returns a string.



Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Rules for variable names (identifiers)Rules for variable names (identifiers)

•• Cannot be a reserved word (Cannot be a reserved word (GosselinGosselin, , 
p. 60)p. 60)

•• Must start with [AMust start with [A--Z, aZ, a--z, _, $]z, _, $]

•• Subsequent characters can also include Subsequent characters can also include 
[0[0--9]9]
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[0[0--9]9]

•• No spaces allowedNo spaces allowed

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Rules for variable names (identifiers)Rules for variable names (identifiers)

ExampleExample Valid or invalid?Valid or invalid? If invalid, why?If invalid, why?

aSampleIDaSampleID

First_NameFirst_Name

1forTheMoney1forTheMoney

$$big&tallbig&tall
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$$big&tallbig&tall

documentdocument

classclass

my agemy age



Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Informal rules for variable namesInformal rules for variable names

•• Should not conflict with another builtShould not conflict with another built--
in identifier.in identifier.

•• Should use Should use camelCaseConventionscamelCaseConventions

•• Should be descriptive of their purposeShould be descriptive of their purpose

•• Exceptions: Exceptions: ii, j, k, etc., used as counting , j, k, etc., used as counting 
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•• Exceptions: Exceptions: ii, j, k, etc., used as counting , j, k, etc., used as counting 
loop variablesloop variables

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Data typesData types

•• Each variable has a Each variable has a typetype that that 
determines which operations can be determines which operations can be 
performed on it.performed on it.

•• e.g. numbers can have arithmetic e.g. numbers can have arithmetic 
performed on them, strings can be performed on them, strings can be 
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performed on them, strings can be performed on them, strings can be 
concatenated, etc.concatenated, etc.



Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• Data typesData types

Data TypeData Type ExampleExample DescriptionDescription

IntegersIntegers 4242 A whole number A whole number --225353 through 2through 25353

RealsReals 6.023E236.023E23 A number with a decimal pointA number with a decimal point

BooleanBoolean truetrue Either Either truetrue or or falsefalse

StringString ""loremlorem ipsumipsum"" A sequence of character dataA sequence of character data

UndefinedUndefined Declared but uninitialized variableDeclared but uninitialized variable
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UndefinedUndefined Declared but uninitialized variableDeclared but uninitialized variable

NullNull nullnull The “empty” objectThe “empty” object

ObjectObject new Date()new Date() Any user defined objectAny user defined object

Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• typeoftypeof operatoroperator

var lastName = "Smith";
var numDependents = 3;
var dateOfBirth = new Date(1973, 11, 29);
var canVote = true;
document.writeln(typeof lastName);      // string
document.writeln(typeof numDependents); // number
document.writeln(typeof dateOfBirth);   // object
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document.writeln(typeof dateOfBirth);   // object
document.writeln(typeof canVote);       // boolean
document.writeln(typeof (typeof 42));   // string



Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• ScopeScope

•• A range of lines during which the A range of lines during which the 
variable is “live.”variable is “live.”

••Static scopingStatic scoping: lifespan of a variable can : lifespan of a variable can 
be determined by inspecting the source be determined by inspecting the source 
code.code.code.code.

••Dynamic scopingDynamic scoping: lifespan of a variable : lifespan of a variable 
can only be determined as the program is can only be determined as the program is 
running.running.
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Variables and Data TypesVariables and Data Types

•• ScopeScope

•• JavaScript is (on the whole) JavaScript is (on the whole) staticallystatically
scoped.scoped.

••GlobalGlobal scopescope: any variable created : any variable created 
(declared) outside of a function or without (declared) outside of a function or without 
the the varvar keyword.keyword.the the varvar keyword.keyword.

•• LocalLocal scopescope: any variable created within : any variable created within 
a function and using the a function and using the varvar keyword. keyword. 
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OperatorsOperators

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• OutcomeOutcome

•• Describe arithmetic, relational, and Describe arithmetic, relational, and 
logical operators in terms of their input logical operators in terms of their input 
and output data types.and output data types.
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JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Data types determine valid operatorsData types determine valid operators

•• Can add, subtract, multiply, and divide Can add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
numbers but not Booleansnumbers but not Booleans

•• Can compare numbers and strings but Can compare numbers and strings but 
not objects.not objects.

•• Can use Can use andand, , oror, and , and notnot on on 
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•• Can use Can use andand, , oror, and , and notnot on on 

Booleans, but not stringsBooleans, but not strings

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Arithmetic operators Arithmetic operators –– mathmath

OperatorOperator DescriptionDescription

++ Adds two numbers yielding their sumAdds two numbers yielding their sum

-- (binary)(binary) Subtracts two numbers yielding their differenceSubtracts two numbers yielding their difference

** Multiplies two numbers yielding their productMultiplies two numbers yielding their product

// Divides two numbers yielding their quotientDivides two numbers yielding their quotient
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// Divides two numbers yielding their quotientDivides two numbers yielding their quotient

%% Divides two numbers yielding their remainderDivides two numbers yielding their remainder

-- (unary)(unary) Negates a single numberNegates a single number



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Operator precedenceOperator precedence

•• Just like in mathJust like in math

var x = 4 + 2 * 3 - 1;   // x has value 9
var y = 4 + 2 * (3 - 1); // y has value 8
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•• Complete table Complete table GosselinGosselin p. 95p. 95--9696

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Relational Operators Relational Operators –– comparisoncomparison

OperatorOperator DescriptionDescription

<< Less thanLess than

<=<= Less than or equal toLess than or equal to

>> Greater thanGreater than

>=>= Greater than or equal toGreater than or equal to

==== Equal toEqual to
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==== Equal toEqual to

!=!= Not equal toNot equal to

====== Equal to and of same typeEqual to and of same type

!==!== Not equal to or not of same typeNot equal to or not of same type



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Relational Operators Relational Operators –– comparisoncomparison

ExpressionExpression ValueValue

33 << 2121

"Fred""Fred" <=<= "Ginger""Ginger"

"3""3" << "21""21"

33 >=>= 33
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33 >=>= 33

"3""3" ==== 33

"3""3" ====== 33

"3""3" !==!== 33

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Relational Operators Relational Operators –– comparisoncomparison

ExpressionExpression ValueValue

33 << 2121 truetrue

"Fred""Fred" <=<= "Ginger""Ginger" truetrue

"3""3" << "21""21" falsefalse

33 >=>= 33 truetrue
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33 >=>= 33 truetrue

"3""3" ==== 33 truetrue

"3""3" ====== 33 falsefalse

"3""3" !==!== 33 truetrue



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Logical Operators Logical Operators –– join Booleansjoin Booleans

OperatorOperator DescriptionDescription

&&&& Logical ANDLogical AND

|||| Logical ORLogical OR

!! Logical NOTLogical NOT
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JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Logical Operators Logical Operators –– join Booleansjoin Booleans

ExpressionExpression ValueValue

true || falsetrue || false

true && !falsetrue && !false

true || !(!false)true || !(!false)

true || false && falsetrue || false && false

true && false || falsetrue && false || false
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•• Complete table Complete table –– GosselinGosselin p. 95p. 95--9696

true && false || falsetrue && false || false

!(true || false && !false)!(true || false && !false)



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Logical Operators Logical Operators –– join Booleansjoin Booleans

ExpressionExpression ValueValue

true || falsetrue || false truetrue

true && !falsetrue && !false truetrue

true || !(!false)true || !(!false) truetrue

true || false && falsetrue || false && false truetrue

true && false || falsetrue && false || false falsefalse
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•• Complete table Complete table –– GosselinGosselin p. 95p. 95--9696

true && false || falsetrue && false || false falsefalse

!(true || false && !false)!(true || false && !false) falsefalse

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Compound assignmentCompound assignment

OperatorOperator Shortcut forShortcut for

left += rightleft += right left = left + rightleft = left + right

left left --= right= right left = left left = left –– rightright

left left *= right*= right left = left * rightleft = left * right

left left /= right/= right left = left / rightleft = left / right
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left left /= right/= right left = left / rightleft = left / right

left left %= right%= right left = left % rightleft = left % right



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Increment (++) and decrement (Increment (++) and decrement (----))

•• Shortcut for adding 1 to a variableShortcut for adding 1 to a variable

•• PrePre-- versus postversus post-- operatorsoperators

•• PrePre-- : ++ or : ++ or ---- operation on variable first, operation on variable first, 
then yield the variable valuethen yield the variable value

•• PostPost-- : yield the variable value, ++ or : yield the variable value, ++ or ----
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•• PostPost-- : yield the variable value, ++ or : yield the variable value, ++ or ----
operation on the variable lastoperation on the variable last

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Increment (++) and decrement (Increment (++) and decrement (----))

•• Assume x is 10 initiallyAssume x is 10 initially

ExampleExample New value of yNew value of y New value of xNew value of x

y = x++y = x++

y = ++xy = ++x

y = xy = x----
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y = xy = x----

y = y = ----xx



JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Increment (++) and decrement (Increment (++) and decrement (----))

•• Assume x is 10 initiallyAssume x is 10 initially

ExampleExample New value of yNew value of y New value of xNew value of x

y = x++y = x++ 1010 1111

y = ++xy = ++x 1111 1111

y = xy = x---- 1010 99
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y = xy = x---- 1010 99

y = y = ----xx 99 99

JavaScript OperatorsJavaScript Operators

•• Conditional operatorConditional operator

•• Syntax:Syntax:
<<boolean_expressionboolean_expression> ? <> ? <true_parttrue_part> : <> : <false_partfalse_part>>

•• Similar to Excel IF functionSimilar to Excel IF function

var number = prompt("Enter an integer");
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var number = prompt("Enter an integer");
document.writeln("The number was " +

(number % 2 == 0 ? "even" : "odd"))



Questions?Questions?
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Self QuizSelf Quiz



Self QuizSelf Quiz

•• What are the rules about how What are the rules about how 
variables can be named?variables can be named?variables can be named?variables can be named?

•• Which kind of operators combine Which kind of operators combine 
Boolean expressions to create a Boolean expressions to create a 
Boolean result?Boolean result?

•• Which kind of operators combine Which kind of operators combine 
numbers to create a Boolean result?numbers to create a Boolean result?
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Self QuizSelf Quiz

•• What kinds of operators combine What kinds of operators combine 
numbers to make a number result?numbers to make a number result?numbers to make a number result?numbers to make a number result?

•• What are the stages of the software What are the stages of the software 
development lifecycle?development lifecycle?

•• What do you do in each stage?What do you do in each stage?•• What do you do in each stage?What do you do in each stage?

•• What is the output of each stage?What is the output of each stage?

•• Which stage takes the most time?Which stage takes the most time?
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Self QuizSelf Quiz

•• How are the spiralHow are the spiral--model and the model and the 
waterfallwaterfall--model of software model of software waterfallwaterfall--model of software model of software 
development similar?  Different?development similar?  Different?

•• What is a lWhat is a l--value?  Rvalue?  R--value?value?
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Upcoming deadlinesUpcoming deadlines



Upcoming DeadlinesUpcoming Deadlines

•• PrePre--class exercise 3 class exercise 3 –– Due Jan 19Due Jan 19

•• Homework 2 Homework 2 –– Due Jan 19Due Jan 19
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